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Listening and Speaking
I. Once there was a big black hen. Its name was Higgledy Piggledy. She laid eggs for
gentlemen. Sometimes nine and sometimes ten.
(4 x 1 = 4)
		
Here are some sentences given. But the sentences are in jumbled. Write the
sentences in correct order.
I. It laid eggs for gentlemen.
2. Once there was a big black hen.
3. Sometimes nine and sometimes ten.
4. It name was Higgledy Piggledy.
II. Answer the following questions.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. If you had a pet what would it be?
		______________________________________
2. What would you name it ?
		______________________________________
3. What food would you give it to eat ?
		______________________________________
4. How would you care for it ?
		______________________________________
Reading
I. Arrange the following sentences in the order in what they appear in the story.
(3 x 1 = 3)
1. Rohan and his family prayed and thanked God at the dinner table.
2. Rohan could smell the tasty cake his mum was baking.
3. Rohan was excited the moment he opened his eyes.
II. Complete the following sentences.

(2 x 1 = 2)

1. The grocer sold fresh vegetables such as ___________________.
2. Joy went to the vegetable shop alone because ___________________.
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II. Answer the questions in one or two words.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1. What did the fathers go to buy ?
		___________________________________________________________________
2. Where are Lata and her family going ?
		___________________________________________________________________
3. What kind of eggs did the bird lay ?
		___________________________________________________________________
4. What were the monkey eating ?
		___________________________________________________________________
5. What are they waiting for ?
		___________________________________________________________________
Writing
I. Look at the picture carefully. Complete these sentences about the picture. Choose
your answers from the words given in the help box.
(5 x 1 = 5)
			

running, playing, upside, sliding, skipping

1. The boy in yellow t-shirt is __________ down a slide.
2. A girl in purple is _________________
3. A boy in blue t-shirt is standing __________ down.
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4. The girl in red t-shirt is ___________ hopscotch with her mother.
5. The cat is ___________ across the park.
II. Write ‘is’ or ‘are’ in the right places in these sentences.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1. Mother ___________ singing to the baby.
2. The books ___________ dusty.
3. Toys ___________ fun.
4. Children ____________ playing in the park.
5. Lily _____________ playing with her pet dog.
Grammar
I. Change the necessary letters to capital letters in the following sentences.
(5 x 1 = 5)
1. mumbai is a busy city.
		___________________________________________________________________
2. gopal, reena and meena are playing in the garden.
		___________________________________________________________________
3. paul’s neighbours were very happy.
		___________________________________________________________________
4. his brother’s friends went to play.
		___________________________________________________________________
5. sam always bought his brother chocolate cakes.
		___________________________________________________________________
II. Write the sentences below using ‘s’ .

(5 x 1 = 5)

1. A pencil of Rahil _________________________________
2. A house of Meena _________________________________
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3. A pet of Anju _________________________________
4. A football of Murali _________________________________
5. A chocolate of Sheeba _________________________________
Vocabulary
I. Here are some words from the story. But their letters are all jumbled. Write the
letters in the correct order.
(6 x 1 = 6)
1. G E G

_________________________________

2. N M A

_________________________________

3. R O O P

_________________________________

4. O O S G E

_________________________________

5. G D L O N E

_________________________________

6. R E E G Y D

_________________________________

II. Match these animals with the sound they make.
			

Quack quack

			

Woof woof

			

Baa baa

			

Oink oink

			

Meow meow

			

Moo moo

(6 x 1 = 6)

HHHH
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